Our motto: Quality Control

The strength of Golden Rice (Cambodia) is rooted in our commitment to provide consumers with a high quality rice, which meets the most demanding standards. Our factory is the first Cambodian rice mill and exporter to have obtained ISO 9001:2008 Certification in July 2013. Golden Rice (Cambodia) is also working towards other certifications related to Food Safety (GMP, HACCP, IFS, BRC, ISO 22000, …), Social Accountability (SA 8000), Environmental, Occupational Health & Safety (ISO 14001, OSHAS 18001, …).

All of our products are stringently tested by our own modern and well-equipped laboratories, including tests for grain size, moisture level, broken rate and purity level.

Internationally recognized independent inspectors regularly scrutinize our products and facilities.
Golden Rice (Cambodia) : Introduction

Golden Rice (Cambodia) is a Cambodian rice milling company specialized in exporting high-quality rice products since 2009.

Golden Rice (Cambodia), with its professional and skillful staff, is committed to satisfying the world with the perfect taste of Cambodian rice.

Spreading over 50 hectares, the factory compound boasts:

- A fully automated, sophisticated rice milling and processing plant, equipped with machines from SATAKE Group;
- Drying machines and a modern storage system of paddy and milled rice, consisting of 4 large ventilated silos with a total capacity of 20,000 tons and a warehouse that can stock more than 50,000 tons;
- An on-site administration office coupled with a sophisticated laboratory to conduct quality control;
- Its own eco-friendly husk powered-generating system.

Production capacity

A production capacity of more than 200,000 tons of paddy per year

With its state-of-the-art equipment and its 350 skilled staff, our factory runs in 3 shifts to meet our clients’ most pressing needs.

The strength of our production lies in our on-the-field team, which collaborates closely with local farmers and paddy collectors to select the best raw materials and process them in optimal conditions.

Our team

- Sourcing: Research & Development, Field Monitoring and Purchasing
- Processing: Drying & Storage, Milling and Packaging & Loading
- Marketing: Local Sales, Export Sales and Logistics & Clearance
- Central Functions: Human Resources, Administration, Finance & Accounting and Quality Assurance & Internal Audit
- Quality Control reviewing all departments

Golden Rice (Cambodia) is specialized in producing Long Grain Fragrant Jasmine Rice, and our products also include long grain white rice.

Our rice can be packed in units from 0.5kg to 24 tons, in containers, big bags of 1 ton, PP bags, PE bags, and vacuum bags.

We export worldwide, including Europe, USA, Asia, Africa and Oceania. Our clients include industrial packers, rice wholesalers and mass distribution leaders in our destination markets.

Golden Rice is also proud of winning the World’s Best Rice Award two consecutive years, in 2012 (from Bali TRT) and 2013 (from Hong Kong TRT).